
This solution will map a Radius Attribute to a value that equals the user’s Group (though not a dynamic 
link to an AD group through the Identity Source), and return it in a RADIUS Profile assigned to the 
RADIUS Client.  In effect we are not mapping to Active Directory, we’re simply re-creating the groups we 
know exist there, and assigning bunches of users to those Profiles.  This is done in order to return that 
group attribute to the Radius Client for every user that logins on the RADIUS Client.  Here’s an example 
that uses the existing Standard Radius attribute #25 called Class,  

1) Configuring a standard Radius attribute to pass group information 
Example with the Class Attribute #25 

a) First you have to enable this Attribute for a RADIUS Profile. Go to SC – RADIUS- RADIUS Profiles- 
New 

 
b) Give Profile a name, then scroll down and assign a Value to the Class Attribute #25 (One of the 
Group Names; Admin, Security, Regular User…) then [Add] so that the Return List Attributes has 
the value “Class [M]: Admin:NoEcho.  In your case you entered a literal string to be returned. 
 

 
     c) After creating one RADIUS Profile for each of the groups that you need, assign RSA users to their 
appropriate RADIUS Profile/group. Navigate to Security Console – Radius – RADIUS Profiles- Manage 



Existing.  From the drop down for your Profile click “Associated Users”, search for users then click 
[Assign to More Users]  

 
   d) This brings up a list of RSA Users. Check the users for this Profile/Group and “Assign” 

 
 



2) By default, Steel belted RADIUS will send its Vendor Class Attribute, as seen in this NTRadPing 
screen  

 
 
 

3) In order to prevent multiple class attributes from being sent you need edit the vendor.ini File.  
You need to put send-class-attribute  = no in the last line of the file. 

 
4) You will need to stop and restart Radius in order for this to work. You can do this from the 

operations console. If you have replicas, this edit needs to be done on them too along with a 
stop and start of Radius. 

 
A test with NTRadPing would verify that the Group Attribute is returned 

 
Users assigned the Radius Profile named “Regular” send back the value (group) “RegularUser”, or 
whatever value you typed in for the Radius Profile.  The assumption is that the Cisco ASA can use this 
value to assign Access control levels.  Other users assigned to different RADIUS Profiles return their 
appropriate values (which should = their group). 
 


